
Fieldking 6-Feet Rotavators - Key Features
The rotavator is an essential implement for soil preparation. Among the trusted names in the

industry, Fieldking's 6-feet rotavators have gained immense popularity for their exceptional

performance and features. The Fieldking rotavator 6 feet price range starts from INR

113,000 and can go up to INR 140,000 in India.

Fieldking's 6-feet rotavators are delivering high-quality agricultural machinery to Indian

farmers. With their robust construction, efficient blade design, and versatility, these

rotavators have earned the trust of farmers looking to enhance their soil preparation

processes.

Robust Construction:
Fieldking's 6-feet rotavators are engineered with durability in concern for farmers. They

feature a high-quality material for robust frame and body. This ensures a long service life

and minimal maintenance requirements.

Efficient Blade Design:
The heart of any rotavator is its blades and Fieldking's 6-feet rotavators shine in this regard.

They are equipped with boron steel blades. Their lifespan is increased by specially designed

blades that offer superior cutting and mixing performance. These blades are known for their

sharpness, durability, and resistance to wear and tear. Additionally, Fieldking rotavators

come with 42–54 L-type blades, and C and J-type blades.

Gearbox and Drive System:
Fieldking's rotavators are equipped with a robust side-type transmission that has multi-speed

options and a speed reduction system. This gearbox and drive system efficiently transfers

power from the tractor to the rotavator. This results in consistent and reliable performance,

even in challenging soil conditions.

PTO Compatibility:
Fieldking 6-Feet Rotavators are designed to work seamlessly with a wide range of tractors.
Fieldking 6- Feet rotavator required take-off (PTO) power from 40 HP to 90 HP.

Safety Features:
Fieldking's rotavators come with safety features such as shear bolts that protect the

implement from damage in case of an obstacle encounter. This ensures the longevity of both

the rotavator and the tractor.
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